
Chandler Center for the Arts Celebrates 25 Years

Written by Lindsey Clinkingbeard

The Chandler Center for the Arts’ passionate commitment to the arts continues to grow as they celebrate 25 years of inspiring audiences of all
ages to dream and create. The center provides the finest in performing arts with superb acoustical setting, a unique turntable design, and
annual exhibitions. Here, AFM takes a look inside the upcoming season at the Chandler Center for the Arts.

The 2014 spring season at The Chandler Center for the Arts is one you cannot miss. With performances featuring the talented Tempe Dance
Company and Phoenix Youth Symphony, the nonprofit organization is planning to be very busy.  Taking the stage are unique performances,
such as the classic tale of Odette in Swan Lake, and "An Evening with Jesse Cook," a Canadian guitarist who incorporates "nuevo flamenco"
music with elements of flamenco rumba, jazz and many other worldly sounds in his work.  Don't forget Dance Studio 111's 20th Anniversary
Production of spectacular dance and singing entertainment will fill the auditorium.

 

The Chandler Center for the Arts not only brings artistic quality to Phoenix but also doubles as a place for young people to spend their free time
acting or performing in the Center. The CCA encourages young minds, from elementary to high school age, to expand while in a safe
environment both during and after school hours.
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The Center is open during the week to dedicate itself to be used by Chandler High School and the City of Chandler for performances, dinners,
and more. Multiple Valley organizations take advantage of the Center's beautiful spacious rooms and elegant atmosphere.  The Chandler
Center for the Arts embraces their strong role in the community and continues to broaden the base of understanding and a new appreciation for
the arts in Phoenix.

For more information please visit chandlercenter.org
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